1 Introduction This is a primer for writing C++ codes to solve partial differential equations (PDEs) on overlapping grids. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the A++ (parallel) array class library [?I. The reader is also assumed to be at least slightly familiar with the overlapping grid generator Ogen and the notion of an overlapping or composite grid.
In this primer we will introduce and show how to use the following classes 0 Cgsh : The overlapping grid generator that can be used in a moving grid computation to regenerate an overlapping grid when one or more of the component grids change. The grid generator can also be run interactively to create an overlapping grid. See the documentation elsewhere.
These classes are collectively known as "Overture". "Overture" is an acronym that has absolutely Other documents of interest are ..
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cout << "t=" << t << 'I, error ='I << error <C endl; 3 return 0; 3 Getting Started with CompositeGrid's A CompositeGrid is a class that holds an overlapping grid. An overlapping grid can be created with the interactive grid generation program ogen, and saved in a data-base (HDF) file. Application programs such as the examples that follow can easily read the data-base file to create an overlapping grid.
Example 1: CompositeGrid's and MappedGrid's
Here is an example of how to create a CompositeGrid from a data base file created by the interactive grid generation program ogen.
(file /n/c3servet /henshaw/res/primer/examplei . C) We first read in a CompositeGrid from the data base file that was created with ogen. We then loop over the component grids and print out some variables. A component grid is actually a "MappedGrid", as shown in the example. A MappedGrid is so named since it contains a mapping function. See sections 4 and 5 for a brief description of the variables that are contained in a MappedGrid and a CompositeGrid.
When I run this example the program will prompt for the name of the overlapping grid data base file, and I will enter the name of the file that I created with ogen, for example /n/c3servet/henshaw/res/cgsh/square5. hdf. 
Example 2: grid functions
In the next example we introduce the notion of a grid function. A "realCompositeGridFunction" is a discrete function that lives on the grid points (or cell centres or faces) of a A "realCompositeGridFnction will either be a grid function of "floats" or a grid function of "doubles" depending on a compiler flag. In the above example we use the function getIndex to define the Index objects Il, I2, 13 corresponding to the indexRange -i.e. the interior points of the grid. The interior points on each component grid of the grid function u are given values equal to sin(z)cos(y). The object ucgrid] is a "realMappedGridFnction". This object is derived from an A++ array and thus inherits all the functionality of an A++ array.
. . 
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Example 3: interpolation
In the next example we show how to interpolate a grid function, i.e. how to obtain the values at the interpolation points given the values at all other points. In order to interpolate you must first create an %terpolant" object. This object knows how to interpolate grid functions on a given CompositeGrid.
(file /n/c3servet /henshaw/res/primer/example3. C) In this example we use the mask array to selectively assign the grid points. The mask array is positive for discretization points, negative for interpolation points and zero for unused points. (Note how the mask array is accessed -it is an "intCompositeGridFunction" in the CompositeGrid; it does not exist in a MappedGrid.) After interpolation the values at points with maskc0 will have been assigned. As shown in the example there are two ways to interpolate. The second way, u. interpolate0 may seem a bit mysterious since why should the grid function know about the Interpolant? The answer is that when the Interpolant is made it tells the CompositeGrid that it exists. The grid function checks with the CompositeGrid that it is associated with to see if an Interpolant has been made and if so it uses it.
Example 4: show files
Grid functions can be saved in a "show file" and later displayed with plotstuff (in the Overture/bin directory). In' this example we show how to make a show file. More work has to be done on show files so some of the syntax may chan e in the future.
(he /n/c3servet/henshaw/res/primer/example4. C) 
Example 5: Differentiating grid functions
The MappedGridOperators and CompositeGridOperators classes can be used can be used to compute spatiai derivatives of grid functions and to apply boundary conditions. In this example we show how to differentiate grid functions to second or fourth-order accuracy.
(file /n/c3servet/henshaw/res/primer/exampl.e5. C) 
1
In this example we create a CompositeGridOperators object and associate it with a CompositeGrid. We compute the x-derivative of a realCompositeGridFunction and of realMappedGridFunction's. The member function 'Y' in the grid function returns the x derivative of the grid function as a new grid function. It uses the derivative defined in the CompositeGridOperators object which in turn uses a MappedGridOperators object to compute the derivatives of a MappedGridFunction. The default MappedGridOperators object used by a CompositeGridOperators can be changed. Note that by default the derivative of a realCompositeGridFunction is only computed at interior and boundary points (indexRange). Thus to access (make a view) of the derivative values of the grid function u.xO at the Index's (11,12,13) it is necessary to say u.xO (11,12,13). On the other hand the statement u.x(11,12,13) will evaluate the derivatives on the points defined by (11,12,13 ), but will return a grid function that is dimensioned for the entire grid. Thus in general on could say u.x(11,12,13) (51,52,53) to evaluate the derivatives at points (11,12,13) but to use (take a view) of the grid function at the Index's (J1,52,53).
The MappedGridOperators and CompositeGridOperators classes are described in more detail in the,grid function documentation.
3.6
In this example we solve the convection-diffusion equation Use the c-shell script /n/c3servet/henshaw/res/primer/show. s to run plotstuff to display the results from this example.
Note that a fixed time step is used in this example and that the time step may not be small enough to keep the method stable.
Currently, computing derivatives in this way will not be so efficient. An efficient way to compute derivatives is described in the grid function documentation.
In this example we chose the boundary conditions to be dirichlet on all sides of all grids. By default the values at dirichet boundaries are set to zero. Boundary conditions can be defined in a much more general manner as described in the grid function documentation.
3.7
In this example we solve Poisson's equation in 2 or 3D, We use the Oges (Overlapping grid equation solver) class to use a sparse matrix solver to solve the problem. We use the differential operators in the CompositeGridOperators class to define coefficients of the Laplacian operator and the coefficients for the boundary condition. By default the Oges solver will use the Yale sparse matrix solver. The first time the problem is solved the matrix will be factored. Subsequent calls to solve with different right-hand-sides will only involve a back-substitution. See the Oges documentation for further details on the many available options.
If instead of the Laplacian operator we wanted to define some other operator, say, 
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When the example is run a window will pop up. To see the menus, put the cursor over the window and press the right mouse button. Choosing contour, for example, will cause the contour function to be called. Now choose plot to display the contour/surface plot. Other menu items allow one to change features of the plot. Buttons on the window allow one to shift rotate and zoom the plot. The left mouse button can be used to zoom using a rubber-band box.
Example: Moving overlapping grids
This example shows how to move a component grid and recompute the overlapping grid. The second component' grid will be rotated.
You might try running this example with the grid sis.hdf which is an overlapping grid for a square inside a square. When the example runs a window will pop up and a grid will be shown. Choose the menu item erase and exit (right mouse button) to continue.
(file /n/c3servet /henshaw/res/primer/move 1. C) 
Makefile
Here is the Makefile I used for the examples in-this primer.
(file /n/c3~er~et/hen~haw/res/primer/Makef ile) cc= cc CCFLAGS= -g -cg92 $(Include) # dp: CCFLAGS= FC= f 77 FFLAGS= # dp: 36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66 67 
clean: rm *.o mappedCridExample1 mappedGridExample2 mappedGridExample3 mappedCridExample4 mappedCridExample5 \ examplel example2 example3 example4 exampleb example6 example7 example8
.PRECIOUS:
Variables contained in a MappedGrid
. '
Here we give a brief overview of some of the most important items that are contained in a MappedGrid. Define the Ranges R1, R2, R3 to define all points on a component grid: Recall that we denote the axes of the unit square (or cube) by r l , ~2 , (and TQ)., Some arrays such as the boundaryCondition array, associate values with each side of a grid. The sides of the grid can be denoted by ri = 0 or Ti = 1. These arrays are dimensioned as boundakyCondition(0: 1,0:2) with bmndaryCondition(side, axis) = value for r,,iS = side , side = 0 , l , axis = 0,1,2
(1) Some arrays, such as the array of vertex coordinates, come in three flavours, vertex, vertex2D and vertexlD. . The first is dimensioned vertex(RlYR2,R3,ND) and thus looks like an array for a three dimensional grid. When the grid is two-dimensional the Range R3 will only have 1 point. This array is useful when writing a code that will work in both 3D and 2D. The array vertex2D (RI ,R2 ,ND) is only available when the grid is two-dimensional. for a one-dimensional grid.
cretization centers.
cretization centers, for a two-dimensional grid.
tion centers, for a one-dimensional grid.
Mapping class) counting). One may specify (or chan e) which arrays are to exist in the MappedGrid by calling the update function with an tices, vertexDeriavtive(i1, i2, i3,axis ,dir) is the partial derivative of xazj3 with respesct to T d j r .
tices, for a two-dimensional grid.
for a one-dimensional grid. For further details consult the documentation sitting in the chair in Geoff's office. 
Variables contained in a CompositeGrid
